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CASE REPORT

Acute Pancreatitis as a Rare Initial Manifestation of Wegener’s
Granulomatosis. A Case Based Review of Literature
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ABSTRACT
Context Vasculitis is a known cause of pancreatitis and other gastrointestinal symptoms; however, most of these patients have
medium vessel vasculitis like polyarteritis nodosa and often there are other associated conditions like hepatitis B or clinical
manifestations that suggest the diagnosis. Wegener’s granulomatosis is predominantly a reno-pulmonary disorder, rarely having
gastrointestinal manifestations. Case report We report a case of Wegener’s granulomatosis initially presenting as acute pancreatitis
and then rapidly progressing to severe multi-organ involvement over the next few months. Discussion Pancreatic association as an
initial presentation of Wegener’s granulomatosis is limited to only a few reports. This extremely rare initial presentation makes the
diagnostic process challenging. Two different pancreatic manifestations have been reported: as a pancreatic mass mimicking a tumor
or as acute pancreatitis. The patients who presented as pancreatic head masses underwent extensive surgical procedures before the
diagnosis was established. Acute pancreatitis as the initial presentation is usually associated with an aggressive course of the
vasculitis and often results in a fatal outcome. Conclusions This case illustrates Wegener’s granulomatosis as a rare cause of acute
pancreatitis. It emphasizes the need for thorough continued systemic clinical evaluation of patients when the etiology is not readily
evident. Also, since most patients with pancreatitis due to Wegener’s granulomatosis rapidly progress to severe multiorgan
involvement, knowledge of a broad differential of potential etiologies and a low index of suspicion is required for timely diagnosis
and treatment.

INTRODUCTION
Less common causes of acute pancreatitis are sought in
patients after etiologies like gallstones and alcohol
have been ruled out. When search of the easily
investigated causes of acute pancreatitis, like
hypercalcemia and hypertriglyceridemia, is exhausted,
the focus is directed to possible autoimmune
pancreatitis or classified as idiopathic pancreatitis.
Vasculitis, especially Wegener’s granulomatosis is a
rare cause of acute pancreatitis and is difficult to
diagnose without other systemic manifestations. Since
most patients with acute pancreatitis as the initial
manifestation of Wegener’s granulomatosis tend to
rapidly progress to multi-organ involvement,
sometimes with a fatal outcome, knowledge of this
association is important for timely and possibly life
saving treatment. We report a case of Wegener’s
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granulomatosis initially presenting as acute pancreatitis
and review the literature on similar presentations.
CASE REPORT
A 60-year-old previously healthy woman presented to
our hospital with a one-week history of epigastric pain
associated with nausea and vomiting. The review of
systems was unremarkable. She denied use of alcohol
or herbal medications or a history of biliary disease. On
physical exam, she had a heart rate of 111 beats per
minute and epigastric tenderness. Initial biochemical
investigations revealed an elevated WBC count (12,300
dL-1; reference range: 4,400-10,600 dL-1) with 82.0%
neutrophils (reference range: 45.3-74.5%) and lipase
(1,316 IU/L; reference range: 5-50 IU/L). Her
hemoglobin and liver chemistries were within normal
limits. A CT scan of the abdomen revealed a diffusely
edematous pancreas and a possible hypoattenuated
lesion in the head of the pancreas with peripancreatic
inflammatory changes; the gallbladder and common
bile duct appeared normal. A diagnosis of mild acute
pancreatitis was made and since no etiology was
identified, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) was
performed to evaluate the common bile duct and
pancreatic head. EUS revealed two small
heterogeneous hypoechoic lesions in the head and the
tail of pancreas and changes suggestive of acute
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Table 1. Presentation and outcomes of reported cases of Wegener’s granulomatosis presenting as acute pancreatitis.
Presentation
Diagnostic criteria
Wegener’s granulomatosis
Outcome
Prior
Time
Pancreas
diagnosis
to diagnosis

Reference
Patient

ANCA antiproteinase 3 Improved spontaneously Improved on cyclophosphamide
Nasal biopsy
and steroids

[4]

Acute pancreatitis

No

2 months

Acute pancreatitis

No

1.5 months

ANCA
Renal biopsy

Resolved spontaneously,
but recurred

Died during second
hospitalization due to
complications of Wegener’s

[3]

Acute pancreatitis

No

1 month

ANCA
Autopsy

Pancreatic enzymes
normalized spontaneously,
patient clinically
deteriorated

Died during second
hospitalization due to
complications of Wegener’s

[5]

Acute pancreatitis

No

Unknown

Parotid biopsy

Pancreatitis incidentally Improved on cyclophosphamide
discovered in patient with
and prednisone
parotid swelling

[10]

Pancreatic head mass

No

Post-operative

Pancreatic
histopathology

Underwent pancreatico- Improved on cyclophosphamide
duodenectomy
and steroids

[8]

Pancreatic head mass

No

Same hospitalization

ANCA
Renal biopsy

Improved on
cyclophosphamide and
prednisone

Improved on cyclophosphamide
and prednisone

[7]

Pancreatic head mass

No

Post-operative

Pancreatic
histopathology

Underwent pancreatico- Improved on cyclophosphamide
duodenectomy
and prednisone

[6]

Acute pancreatitis

No

2 months

ANCA antiproteinase 3 Improved spontaneously Improved on cyclophosphamide Present
case
Renal biopsy
and prednisone

ANCA: antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody

pancreatitis. The common bile duct was found to be
normal. Aspiration cytology was performed from the
pancreatic lesions at the time of EUS and revealed
inflammatory cells with no evidence of malignancy.
She improved on symptomatic treatment and was
discharged home. She had a stormy course over the
next two months, first developing a pulmonary
embolism, then a myocardial infarction secondary to
emboli to her myocardial arteries. She then developed
complete heart block requiring permanent pacing and
finally central diabetes insipidus with MRI showing
pituitary dysfunction and maxillary sinusitis. During
this period she was noted to have intermittent
hematuria and cavitary lung lesions, so she was thought
to have a vasculitic cause for this constellation of
findings, and further workup revealed decreased
complement levels, elevated antineutrophil cytoplasmic
antibody (c-ANCA) (titer 1:160) and elevated
proteinase 3 levels (45.1 U/mL; reference range: 0-3.5
U/mL). The diagnosis of Wegener’s granulomatosis
was confirmed by a renal biopsy that showed pauciimmune focal necrotizing glomerulonephritis. She was
given a three dose course of pulse steroids, followed by
oral prednisone and cyclophosphamide. Both of these
were tapered over the next 6 months as she went into
remission. She has since been maintained on
azathioprine and is now doing well at 10 months of
follow-up.
DISCUSSION
Vasculitis is known to involve the pancreas and
gastrointestinal tract; however, most of these patients
have medium vessel vasculitis like polyarteritis nodosa,
and often there are other associated conditions like
hepatitis B or other clinical manifestations that suggest

the diagnosis [1]. Wegener’s granulomatosis is
predominantly a reno-pulmonary disorder, rarely
having gastrointestinal manifestations [2]. Pancreatitis
as an initial presentation is limited to only a few reports
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Two different pancreatic
manifestations have been reported: as a pancreatic
mass mimicking a tumor [6, 7], and more rarely as
acute pancreatitis [3, 4, 5]. This extremely rare initial
presentation makes the diagnostic process challenging.
Therefore, in most of these reports, as in our case, the
diagnosis was established over time after patients
developed other manifestations of the disease and met
the criteria needed for diagnosis of Wegener’s
granulomatosis [9]. All patients who presented initially
with pancreatitis had a rapidly progressive course of
disease and three patients had a fatal outcome because
of fulminant progression of Wegener’s granulomatosis
[3, 5] (Table 1). Patients who presented as pancreatic
head masses underwent extensive surgical procedures
before the diagnosis was established [6, 8].
This case illustrates Wegener’s granulomatosis as a
rare cause of acute pancreatitis. It emphasizes the need
for thorough and continued systemic clinical evaluation
of patients when the etiology of pancreatitis is not
readily evident. Since most patients with pancreatitis
due to Wegener’s granulomatosis rapidly progress to
severe multi-organ involvement, knowledge of a broad
differential of potential etiologies and a low index of
suspicion is required for timely diagnosis and
treatment.
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